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ABSTRACT 

Dashboard is a visual representation of data. The theoretical data takes more time to get the 
information from the data but via graphical representation, the user can get the information in just a 
glance. It takes less time to get the knowledge from the data. The graphical representation includes 
pie chart, bubble chart, bar chart, gauge chart, line chart, area chart/stacked graph. Data Mining is 
the concept of getting the needed information from the large datasets. The educational institution 
having a huge amount of student information in a year wise which includes performance of the 
students, courses taken by the students, number of classes attended by the students, grade  etc., 
Normally it is easy to see the detail of a single student but it is very difficult to overview the 
performance of overall students. For this visual representation is used to see the performance of the 
overall students. In this project, the educational data is represented in dashboard with help of data 
mining technique. The student data is analyzed in data mining technique using Apriori algorithm. The 
output data from the data mining technique is represented in visualization to get the efficient view of 
the data. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In educational institution, there is a big problem to view the performance of overall students. It is very 
difficult to view the data as numerical values placed in the database [1-3]. To overcome this problem, 
we propose dashboard concept with data mining technique to view the data in an efficient way [4]. 
Normally in the numerical data, it just shows only the values but in dashboard it gives an alert 
message to the value of the student. For example, it shows an alert message called debarred for the 
students, those who have less than minimum percentage in attendance. 

1.1 DASHBOARD  

 Dashboard is a visual representation of data. It includes graphs, text, colors, hyperlinks, alert 
messages, real time notification etc., the values are stored in the database and the user can retrieve 
the values based on their needs [5]. Normally, the huge amount of data are viewed by database, it 
just shows only the values and doesn't provide any notification of the data. In database, it just 
contains only the attributes and the numerical data. It difficult to find the need data. Dashboard 
represents the valuable information about the data in a simple way [6]. Dashboards help to view the 
data in single screen. It helps to monitor the huge amount of data. It enables the user to distinguish 
the data in an efficient way. Dashboard is used in a wide variety of applications [7]. It is very 
convenient for any kind of applications. It clarifies the data in database in a non-complex method. 
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The different ways of representation is used to display the single data. It has an option to magnify the 
data[8]. It enables the user to maximize the dashboard for their convenient.  

1.2 Data Mining [9] 

Data Mining is the concept of getting the needed information from the large datasets. It is one of the 
steps involved in Knowledge Discovery in Database. The other steps in Knowledge Discovery in 
Database such as  

 Selection. 

 Transformation. 

 Interpretation. 

 Preprocessing. 

1.2.1 Selection 

           It is the first step involved inKnowledge Discovery in Database. It is also called as feature 
selection, variable selection, attribute selection, variable subset selection. Three reasons to use 
Selection in KDD process. 

 Simplification of data. 
 Retrieve the data in a short time. 
 User can select the data from huge amount of data based on their needs. 
 Neglect the unneeded data. 

1.2.2 Data Pre processing 

Data Preprocessing is to analyze the data and remove the noisy data obtained from the very large 
database. It neglect the irrelevant and repeated data [10]. It includes cleaning, transformation, 
normalization, feature extraction etc. The major role of data pre-processing is to clean the noise and 
missing data. It plays a vital role in Data Mining. 

1.2.3 Data Mining 

Data Mining is the concept of getting the needed information from the large datasets. The major 
responsibilities in Data Mining are anomaly detection, Association Rule Learning, clustering, 
Classification, Regression and Summarization [11]. 

1.2.4 Data Transformation 

           The data which is there in the dataset format which is converted into data values. Data 
mapping and code generation are the steps involved in data transformation.  Retrieve the data 
elements from source to destination at user needed transformation by using data mapping [12]. 
Transformation program is done by the code generation. For example in student record, mark 
attribute is selected from the data source, which is in integer data type is converted into string data 
type for generate the grade based on the marks obtained by using data transformation.  

1.2.5 Data Analysis and Interpretation 

        Data Interpretation is the process of getting the meaning information from the raw collected 
data. The numerical data which have been collected and analyzed data is involved in statistical data. 
With the help of meaning information, user can conclude the data in business field. Data Analysis 
function involves the type of collected information in numerical format [15]. Data Analysis involves 
collection of data, detect the useful information, neglect/ clean the unwanted data, transform the data 
which help the user for decision making. 
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2. LITERATURE SURVEY 

        The performance of students is analyzed by using Apriori algorithm in data mining technique. 
Apriori algorithm is used to analyze the student data in time consuming and efficient manner. 
Database contain various data related to the student, the specific data can be analyzed by Apriori 
algorithm. Pattern mining algorithm is used to generate the frequent item set [14]. Apriorialgorithm 
generates the rule for frequent items and then generates the association rule. The implementation of 
the system by using Weka tool. Datasets contain 50 student records, which are used to implement 
this algorithm. 

          The data mining technique is used in the dataset as a result 10 data are displayed. student 
performance is calculated based on the higher secondary mark sheet, previous semester mark, 
internal test mark, attendance, end semester mark. The output of the above fields is used to generate 
the performance of the students. the methodology used in this paper are association analysis to find 
out the good, average and weak students in academic performance. The extra classes or change in 
the approach of teaching for the students, who got less and fail marks [12][14].  

Association Rule is the process of generate rule in data mining. Rule generation is based on the 
condition statement. Relationship of the data can be identified by using confidence and support. 
Support represents the frequency of  data available in the database. Confidence represents the data 
which is there in the database to be true. If the generating rule is true then the confidence will 
increase. If the generating rule is false then the confidence will decrease. Apriori algorithm is used to 
generate the frequent item set. In future work, the performance of the students can be analyzed fuzzy 
set with Apriori algorithm. Association Rule is the process of generate rule in data mining. Rule 
generation is based on the condition statement. Relationship of the data can be identified by using 
confidence and support. Support represents the frequency of data available in the database. 
Confidence represents the data which is there in the database to be true. If the generating rule is true 
then the confidence will increase. If the generating rule is false then the confidence will decrease. 
Apriori algorithm is used to generate the frequent item set. In future work, the performance of the 
students can be analyzed fuzzy set with Apriori algorithm [19]. 

3. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

In the propose system, Dashboard concept and data mining techniques are used to analysis the 
student performance. In dashboard concept using theRazorflow   framework is help to design the 
dashboard. Dashboard is a visual representation of data. The theoretical data takes more time to get 
the information from the data but via graphical representation, the user can get the information in just 
a glance. It takes less time to get the knowledge from the data. The graphical representation includes 
pie chart, bubble chart, bar chart, gauge chart, line chart, area chart/stacked graph. Data Mining is 
the concept of getting the needed information from the large datasets. In that data mining techniques, 
they used the Apriori algorithm and association rule generation those techniques are help to analysis 
the data and then display the visual representation.  

           The Apriori algorithm is used to find the frequent item set. The output of the algorithm used to 
generate the rule which help to analysis the student performance. The educational data are very 
huge amount of data those data to be stored in the database in that data  user can find the particular 
information. User can retrieve the data in the database, it cannot possible easily but in that propose 
system help to retrieve the data very easily. The propose system is used to reduce the user time and 
then easy to analysis the overall student performance of the educational data. The student 
performances are analyzed by using Apriori algorithm. The student data to be categorized based on 
the marks and then course analysis to be added in the student performance. The course analysis is 
helping to increases the pass rate of the student. The student performance are analyzed by the rule 
generation. The results obtained by this system, which helps the faculty to take decision. It provide 
decision making in course  offering for the next semester to get better results and increase the 
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performance. Each and every attribute in the attribute can be viewed detailed in dashboard. User can 
easily understand the data when it is viewed by dashboard rather than raw data. User can filter the 
viewing data based on their need. Overall performance of the student record to be displayed in the 
single screen. The numerical data can't be easily understood by the user in just one glance. 

4. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE  

       There are invloved three layer such as data integration layer, data mining process and then user 
access layer. In the data integration layer is depend on the server side they stored the data in the 
database. The data mining process are involved  four steps such as select the attribute in the 
database, numerical data to be transformed into the string data type that is the user convenient and 
then apriori algorithm used to find the frequence item in the database. Finally, they generated the rule 
based on the apriori algorithm. 

 

Fig.1. System architecture 

4.1 USER ACCESS LAYER  

 User access layer is shown the dashboard, they are displayed the different type of charts involved in 
the visual representation. Dashboard represents the valuable information about the data in a simple 
way. Dashboard help to view the data in single screen. It helps to monitor the huge amount of 
data[16-18]. It enable the user to distinguish the data in an efficient way. Dashboard is used in a wide 
variety of applications. It is very convenient for any kind of applications. It clarifies the data in 
database in a non-complex method. The different ways of representation is used to display the single 
data. It enable the user to maximize the dashboard for their convenient.  

4.2 DATA MINING PROCESS 

         Data Mining is the concept of getting the needed information from the large datasets. It is one 
of the steps involved in Knowledge Discovery in Database. In this layer, the data mining process 
involve the four steps. 

4.2.1 DATA SELECTION 

It is the first step involved inKnowledge Discovery in Database. It is also called as feature selection, 
variable, attribute, variable subset selection. Three reasons to use Selection in KDD process. 
Simplification of data. Retrieve the data in a short time. User can select the data from huge amount of 
data based on their needs. Neglect the unneeded data in the data mining. 
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4.2.2 DATA TRANSFORMATION 

The data which is there in the dataset format which is converted into data values. Data mapping and 
code generation are the steps involved in data transformation.  Retrieve the data elements from 
source to destination at user needed transformation by using data mapping. Transformation program 
is done by the code generation. For example in student record, mark attribute is selected from the 
data source, which is in integer data type are convert into string data type for generate the grade 
based on the marks obtained by using data transformation.  

4.2.3 GENERATION OF RULE 

    The performance of students are analyzed by using Apriori algorithm in data mining technique. 
Apriori algorithm is used to analyze the student data in time consuming and efficient manner [19]. 
Database contain various data related to the student, the specific data can be analyzed by Apriori 
algorithm. Apriori algorithm generate the rule for frequent items and then generate the association 
rule. For  example, select the  attributes used for analysis are test1,test2,attendane and university 
result. the above attributes are used to analyze the result[20-21]. The final test result is classified into 
three such as excellent, average and poor.  

4.3 DATA INTERGRATION LAYER 

     MYSQL to be used to store the data those data are help to display the meaningful information of 
the data. The user cannot update the data in the database but admin update the data in the 
database. There are two way to stored the data in the database. One way is manually enter the data 
in the MYSQL database with the help of Xampp server another way admin is uploading the data in 
the csv file format that will help to store the data in the database in the MYSQL. 

5. MODULE DESCRIPTION 

5.1 MODULE OF ADMIN 

     The admin have the user name and password that will used to security purpose of the educational 
data. The data are stored in the database in secure way, the student performance to be analysis by 
the data. 

      The username and password is current means the next step to be moving otherwise, they go 
back to the home page. Admin cannot be uploading the dataset in the database. 

 

Fig. 2.  Login for Admin 

The username and password is validated and then next step is file upload that is the dataset to be 
uploading by the admin. Other way to upload the dataset is manually upload the data in the MYSQL 
database in the XAMP Server. 

5.2 MODULE OF DASHBOARD 

        The input of data is taken by the dataset, those data to be mining and then display the output in 
the dashboard. The graphical representation to be used to display the data in the dashboard. The 
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process step to be involved in the data mining techniques such as selection, transformation and then 
rule generation. The Rule generation is if and else statement is to be used in the association Rule. 

 

 

Fig. 3. data Mining used in dashboard 

          In the student data, there apply the apriori algorithm and generating association rule to be 
generated. MYSQL is used to store the data and then easily retrieve the data in the dashboard. They 
are many type of dashboard to be involved in the Razorflow php dashboard but in this system  just 
four dashboard to be display in the output. The main functionality of dashboard is the filter the data 
and then sort the data. 

6. IMPLEMENTATION 

The PHP language is used to design the script which help to construct the dashboard using the 
Razorflow PHP dashboard. In the php script and Razorflowphp dashboard are run in Xampp Server. 
Apache is a open source server. It is the most familiar web server to run the web application. The 
supported Operating systems are Linux, Windows. Cross Platform refers to the web application or 
software works well with any Operating System. The Operating System doesn't affect the working 
process of the application.  MySQL is used to store the high volume of data. It is a open source 
Database. User can store the information by creating tables in the database and the data can be 
easily retrieved by using queries. For any web application, data base is needed to store the data 
related to the application. In early, PHP is called as Personal Home Page. PHP is the expansion of 
Hyper-Text PreProcessor. User can use command line argument in PHP and the stand alone 
graphical application can be implemented by using php. Generally, PHP is used to develop the 
server based web application. User can create dynamic images and dynamic web pages in PHP. It is 
mainly focused on server side scripting. Object Oriented Programming can also work well with PHP 
such as class, objects and inheritance. 

     Data mining techniques and dashboard concept both the concept are to be implemented  in the 
system. It analysis the student performances and then output is display in the dashboard. This is help 
to classify the student and increase the pass rate based on this approaches. 

 

 

Fig. 4. Data mining processing 
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          The first step for the algorithm is select attribute from the database, the student attribute to be 
select and then analysis the student performances. Association Rule is the process of generate rule 
in data mining. Rule generation is based on the condition statement. Relationship of the data can be 
identified by using confidence and support. Support represents the frequency of  data available in the 
database. Confidence represents the data which is there in the database to be true. If the generating 
rule is true then the confidence will increase. If the generating rule is false then the confidence will 
decrease. Apriori algorithm is used to generate the frequent item set. The Apriori algorithm is used to 
find the repeated values in the dataset, based on the outcome rule to be generated by the user. 

 

 

Fig.5. MYSQL Database 

In the above diagram represent the student data, there apply the apriori algorithm and generating 
association rule to be generated. MYSQL is used to store the data and then easily retrieve the data in 
the dashboard. They are many type of dashboard to be involved in the Razorflow php dashboard but 
in this system  just four dashboard to be display in the output. The main functionality of dashboard is 
the filter the data and then sort the data. 

 

Fig. 6. Student information display in dashboard 

  In the student performance analysis by data mining techniques that is the Aprirori algorithm is help 
to analysis the data and the output is help to generate the association rule. In the association rule 
generally defined by the user and that rule is based on the Apriori algorithm Data Mining is the 
concept of getting the needed information from the large datasets. The educational institution having 
a huge amount of student information in a year wise which includes performance of the students, 
courses taken by the students, number of classes attended by the students, grade  etc.,. 

7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

The educational organization data are generally represented in numerical data. It is very difficult to 
find the data. The numerical data can't be easily understood by the user in just one glance. 
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Dashboard is used to view and understand the huge volume of data in just one glance. This system 
is mainly used to analyze and view the performance of the students. Razorflowphp dashboard is 
used to visualization of data. User can easily design the dashboard by using razorflow. Dashboard 
inbuilt functions are available in razorflowphp. It is a frame work in dashboard. Data mining technique 
is used to analyze the students based on the courses. The output of this system shows that the 
performance of the students can be increased by giving related courses in the semester.In future the 
educational data can be analyzed by classification in data mining technique. Instead of using 
razorflowphp dashboard, user can use fusion chart to design the dashboard to get the efficient result. 
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